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The Tax Division of the American Institute of

Certified Public Accountants approves with reservation
the Treasury Department’s concept of the Domestic Inter

national Sales Corporation (DISC).

In a period of deteriorating balance of payments
and declining export surplus, meaningful steps must be

taken to improve the balance of payments position.

The

Division feels that the Treasury Department’s DISC proposal
is a relatively simple approach to the export surplus
portion of the overall balance of payments problem.

We

endorse DISC with the understanding that the several other

areas affecting our balance of payments deficit will also

be given early attention.

We are particularly pleased with the practical
approach taken in the DISC proposal with respect to:
(1)

The destination test for determining
source of income;

(2)

The allocation of profits to the DISC
(although the previously proposed
allocation of full manufacturing profits
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was more realistic as a meaningful

incentive); and

(3)

The provisions for utilization of tax

deferred funds for existing U.S.
manufacturing facilities, as well as

for new facilities.

We have the following reservations regarding
DISC:

(1)

Prohibition of the use of tax deferral

funds to build manufacturing facilities
abroad is contrary to the competitive

need to locate manufacturing facilities
closer to a particular foreign market.
Possibly, incentives to repatriate foreign
profits would be a more effective means

of assisting in our balance of payments
problems and, at the same time, recognizing

the need to meet competition at the foreign

market level.

(2)

There is considerable evidence that established

Industry will not be able (or willing) to
conform their internal operations to the

provisions of DISC, particularly if there is

no assurance that the DISC concept will be
a permanent part of our tax law.

This,
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coupled with the other factor referred

to above, might restrict extensive
utilization of the DISC concept which

is necessary if there is to be a meaningful
increase in exports.

In spite of our Division's reservations with
respect to DISC, we feel that the proposal represents a

constructive step forward in helping United States business

meet its many problems of operating in international
markets.

We therefore endorse the DISC concept with the

understanding that it is only the first step in an over
all program of reassessing the United States tax laws in
relation to international competition and balance of

payments deficits; and that the additional steps will be
considered more fully in later legislation.

